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INTRODUCTION 
LET M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold and let X be an infinitesimal isometry 
of M. It is well-known [S] that each connected component of the zero set of X is a totally 
geodesic orientable submanifold of M on which X vanishes to only the first order. Here 
“ vanishes to only the first order” means that at each point p in a connected component Z 
of Zero (X) the linear transformation T,,(M) -+ T,(M) given by the Lie derivative of X has 
precisely 7”(Z) for its kernel. Moreover, [S], if x( ) denotes the Euler characteristic of ( ) 
then 
where the summation index Z runs over all the connected components of Zero(X). This 
formula is, essentially, just the classical Hopf index theorem for vector fields with isolated 
zeroes. In fact, (0.1) can be easily proved from the classical Hopf formula by perturbing X 
slightly so as to obtain a new vector field having only isolated zeroes. The same reasoning 
shows that if V is any vector field on M whose zero set consists of disjoint submanifolds 
along which Y vanishes to only the first order, then 
(0.2) 
where E(Z) = Ifr 1 according as to whether the Lie derivative of Y preserves or reverses 
orientation in the normal direction. Thus (0.1) does not really depend on X being an 
infinitesimal isometry. In [2] R. Bott showed, however, that for an infinitesimal isometry X 
it is possible to relate the local behavior of Xalong its zero set not only to the Euler character- 
istic of M but also to the Pontryagin numbers of M. In the most non-degenerate case, i.e. 
the case when each zero of X is an isolated point, Bott obtained an explicit formula for 
counting each zero so as to obtain the appropriate Pontryagin number of M. Implicit in 
Bott’s work is a similar explicit formula for the case when the zero set of X contains sub- 
manifolds of dimension greater than zero. In the present work we derive the residue theorem 
needed to obtain this explicit formula. Our work is similar to the analogous holomorphic 
case treated in [3], and we wish to thank R. Bott for showing us his unpublished manuscript 
t P. F. Baum was partially supported by an NSF grant Manifolds and Homological Algebra. J. Cheeger 
was supported by an NSF postdoctoral fellowship during part of the time that this research was done. 
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of [3]. Our work was done independently of [3], but after seeing [3] we made some suggested 
improvements. 
The counting formula obtained here has also been proved from a quite different point 
of view by M. Atiyah-I. Singer [l]. Our approach follows Bott and views the counting 
theorem for an infinitesimal isometry as obtainable by an application of Stokes theorem. 
The situation here is very much like the two points of view possible for the classical Hopf 
index theorem. On the one hand, it is possible to view this as a purely topological theorem, 
or one could proceed as in [S] and view this via Stokes theorem as an equality between the 
properly counted number of zeroes of a vector field and the integral of the Gauss-Bonnet 
form. 
This paper is divided into seven sections with the following titles : 
$1. Characteristic Classes and Linear Transformations 
$2. Statement of Theorem C 
$3. Statement of Theorem R 
$4. Characteristic Classes as Differential Forms 
$5. Proof of C 
$6. Proof of R 
$7. Appendix 
The main theorem is the residue Theorem R. The counting Theorem C follows easily from R 
by an application of Stokes Theorem as in [2]. The main technical calculation of this paper is 
done in $6. This calculation is essentially just an application of L’Hospital’s rule. The 
appendix finds the integral over the unit sphere in Euclidean space of a certain differential 
form. 
We wish to emphasize that although we work within Riemannian geometry, Theorem C 
is really a topological theorem. This is due to the way in which infinitesimal isometries arise. 
If G x M + M is a smooth action of a compact Lie group G on a Cm-manifold M, then A4 
can be given a Riemannian metric invarient under the action of G. Any l-parameter sub- 
group of G is then an isometric flow of Mand hence produces an infinitesimal isometry of M. 
Conversely, the isometry group of a compact Riemannian manifold is a compact Lie 
group. So Theorem C is really a topological theorem about smooth actions of compact Lie 
groups on compact manifolds. 
We thank R. Bott for the suggestions he conveyed to us by showing us his manuscript 
of [3], and we also thank J. Simons and R. Strong for helpful comments. 
5 1. CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES AND LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
All vector spaces are over the real numbers R. 
Let V be an oriented finite dimensional vector space. Let (,) be a positive definite 
inner product for V and let S: V -+ V be a skew-symmetric linear transformation. Assume that 
dim, V is even. Then there exists an orthonormal basis e,, . . . , eZr in the orientation of V 
and real numbers A,, . . . , I, such that Se,i_1 = Ai ezi, Se,, = -,&ezi_I for i = 1, 2, . . . , r. 
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The real numbers A1, . . . , 1, shall be referred to as the skeigen-values (i.e. skew-eigen-values) 
of S. The A,, . . . . 1, are well-defined up to arbitrary permutations and an even number of 
sign changes 
If now Y1, . . . , Y, are indeterminates and q5( Y,, . . . , Y,.) is a polynomial in Y,, . . . , Y, 
with real coefficients which is symmetric and also is unchanged by an even number of sign 
changes in the Yi, then 4(S) may be defined by: 
KS) = $(&, . * 9 3 A.) (1.1) 
where A,, . . . . ,$ are the skeigen-values of S. Note that 4( Yr, . . . , U,) eRIYl, . . . , Y,] and 
6(S) E R. 
A polynomial 4( Y1 , . . . , Y,) which is symmetric and also is unchanged by any even 
number of sign changes in the Yi shall be called a sign-symmetric polynomial. 
If B is a Hausdorff paracompact topological space and E is an oriented(rea1) vector bundle 
over B of fibre dimension 2r and $(Y,, . . . , Y,) is a sign-symmetric polynomial, then b(E) 
can be defined to be an elemet of H*(B; R). To do this let a,, . . . , a, be such that the ith 
elementary symmetric function of a;, . . . , a: is the ith Pontryagin class of E, and a la, - - * a, 
is the Euler class of E. Then 4(E) is defined by: 
M9=(?Ka,,..*,a,). (1.2) 
The precise meaning of (1.2) is this: Let rr; be the ith elementary symmetric function of 
Yf, . . .) Y,“, and let a,= Y,Y, *** Y,. Then there exists a polynomial + such that 
fi(o;, . . . , a,‘_ 1, a,) = $(Yl, . . . , Y,). Now (1.2) defines 4(E) by: 
4(E) = ti(P,(E), . . ., pv- I(E), x(E)) (1.3) 
where P,(E) is the ith Pontryagin class of E and x(E) is the Euler class of E. HereP, and 
x(E) are to be viewed as elements of H*(B; R). 
Thus, if 4 is sign-symmetric, 4(S) has meaning for a skew-symmetric linear transforma- 
tion S and 4(E) has meaning for a vector bundle E. We now combine these two notions. 
Let B and E be as above and let (,) be an inner product for E. For eachp E B, (,) assigns an 
inner product to E, and this is done in a continuous fashion. We shall say that an endo- 
morphism S: E -+ E is of constant type if for any two points p, q E B there exists a vector 
space isomorphism a: EP --) Eq such that CI is orientation preserving, a is inner product 
preserving, and the diagram 
E, s+ E, 
4 La 
(1.4) 
E, ---, E, 
is commutative. If S: E --f E is of constant type and is also skew-symmetric, then 4(S) can 
be defined to be an element of H*(B; R). 4(S) will depend both on the skeigen-values of S 
and on the characteristic classes of E. Note that since Sis of constant type the skeigen-values 
of SIE, are independent of p E B so we may speak of the skeigen-values of S. Similarly we may 
speak of the characteristic polynomial of S. To define 4(S) choose non-zero real numbers 
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~1, .- -9~ such that I/Q! # lpjl f or i # j and such that the characteristic polynomial of S is: 
det(Y1 - S = Yz’o(Y2 + p:>” e-m (Y2 + pz)‘t. (1.5) 
Let E=Ee@E,@.-* 0 E, be the resulting direct sum decomposition of E. The EI are 
mutually orthogonal sub-vector-bundles of E. E0 = Kernel S. S maps each Ei into itself and 
det( YI - S I EJ = ( Y2 + p;)” i = 1,2, . . . , z (1.6) 
(p;‘s I E1y = -I i=1,2 , . . ..z (1.7) 
TOEi,i=1,2,..., r, assign the complex structure p; ‘S I Et and orient Ei by the orientation 
induced by this complex structure. If E, # 0 then orient E, so that the direct sum orientation 
of E,@E,@.+. Q E, agrees with the orientation of E. Set fibre dimension E = 2r, 
fibre dimension E, = 2~ . Let a 1, . . . , a, be such that: 
(i) The ith Pontryagin class of E, is the ith elementary symmetric function of al, . . . , aI”, 
and the Euler class of E, is ala2 -. . are . 
(ii) Fori =1,2,..., z the kth Chern class of Ei (considered as an element of H*(B; R)) 
is the kth elementary symmetric function of those aj having re + rI + - - - + ri_l + 1 
IjIr,+r,+-**++ri.Let;l, ,..., 1,bethelistofrealnumbersO ,..., O,ul ,..., ptl ,..., 
I- 
ro-times rt-times 
P r,...,P,.4,..., 1, are the skeigen-values of S. Then we define 4(S) by: 
I 
r,-times 
do> = 4(& + a,, 12 + a2, - * *, 5 + a,>. W3) 
In defining 4(S) one arbitrary choice was made: the choice of pl, . . . , p,. It can be easily 
checked that 4(S) does not depend on how this choice was made. 
There is a slight technical difficulty with (1.8) in the case when E, = 0. In this case, proceed 
at first as above. To Ei assign the complex structure pcT ’ S I Ei and orient Ei by the orientation 
induced by this complex structure. If the direct sum orientation of El @ * * - @ E, so obtained 
agrees with the orientation of E then as above set 4(S) = $(A, f a,, A2 + a2,. . . ,A, + a,). 
If, however, the direct sum orientation of El @ - - - @E, so obtained does not agree with 
the orientation of E, then make one sign change, i.e. set 
9(S) = 4(--n, - a,, 12 + a2, A3 + a3, . . . ,A, + a,). 
A remark about the precise meaning of 1.8. Let Al, . . . , A, be the following polynomials :
(0 A AI,- 1 1, ***, are the first r. - 1 elementary symmetric functons of Y,“, . . . , Yr”, and 
A,, = YlY2 .** x0. 
(ii) For r0 + ri + **.+ri_l+l<k<rr,+r,+ 4 -a + ri, Ak is the kth elementary 
symmetric function of those Yi having r0 + r1 + *. * + ri- 1 + 1 < j 4 r,, + r1 -I- * 9 * + ri . 
Since4(Y,,..., Y,. is sign-symmetric, there exists a polynomial $ such that: 
+(A I,... ,4>=W,+Y,,~,+Y2 ,... ,A+y,> (1.9) 
The coefficients of this $ are real numbers which depend both on the coefficients of 4 and on 
the 2,. Then 1.8 deJines 4(S) by: 
4(S) = W&W, . . -3 pro- dJ%), x&), c,UL), . . . , cr,@,), . - ., CIW, . . . ,cJEz) (1.10) 
where P,(E,) is the ith Pontryagin class of E,, , x(E,) is the Euler class of E, , and ck(EI) is the 
kth Chern class of Ei. 
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It can be readily checked that if B is a point and H*(B; R) is identified with R in the 
usual fashion, then the 4(s) just defined agrees withthe 4(S) defined earlier. For a general B, 
if Or is the zero endomorphism of E, then &Or) is just the d(E) defined earlier. Thus the 
definition of 4(s) does in fact combine the two earlier notions. 
Of special interest o us will be the case when 4(Y1, . . . , Y,) = Y,Y, . * *Y,. In this case 
$(5’) shall be denoted by x(S). x(0,) = x(E), and if Sis non-singular then x(5’) is an invertible, 
element of H*(B; R) = H”(B; R) @3 H’(B; R) @ H2(B; R) 8 + e - . 
8 2. STATEMENT OF THEOREh4 C 
All manifolds, vector fields, vector bundles over manifolds, etc. are C”. 
In order to state C in some generality we introduce the notion of Riemannian vector 
bundle. If M is a manifold, an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over M is a triple (E, (,), 6) 
consisting of an oriented vector bundle E over M, an inner product (,) for E, and a connexion 
6 for E which preserves (,). The triple shall be denoted simply by E, but it is understood that 
(,) and 6 are part of the structure. T(E) denotes the space of smooth sections of E. 
If now, M is a Riemannian manifold, X is an infinitesimal isometry of M, and E is a 
Riemannian vector bundle over iki, then a Riemannian action of X on r(E) is a differential 
operator A : l?(E) -+ T(E) such that: 
(i) AW) = (Xf)r + f(Ar) f or any smoothf : M + R and any y E r(E) 
(ii) WI, y2) + <rl, Ay2) = X(Y,, y2) for any yl, y2EW) 
(iii) The diagram 
is commutative, where _?3= : T(T*M) + T(T*M) is the Lie derivative. 
In brief, a Riemannian action of X on T(E) is a skew-symmetric action of X on T(E) 
which preserves 6. 
The main example of this situation is obtained by letting E = TM, <,) = the Rieman- 
nian metric of M, 6 = the Riemannian connexion of M, and A = 8x. Here 9*(V) = [X, I/ 1. 
Similar examples are obtained by letting E be one of the tensor bundles T*M @I * * - @I T*M 
@I TM @ --- @I TM. For the inner product and the connexion take the ones arising in the 
usual fashion from the Riemannian metric of M and the Riemannian connexion of M. For 
A, again take the Lie derivative 9X. 
If A is a Riemannian action of X on l?(E) and Z is a connected component of Zero(X), 
then A induces a vector bundle endomorphism A 12 : E 12 + E 1 Z. A 1 Z is defined thus: If 
p EZand u E Ep choose y E I(E) so that y(p) = U. By (i) above (Ay)(p) does not depend on the 
choice of y, so set (A I Z)(u) = (Ay)(p). By (ii) above A 1 Z is skew-symmetric. In $5 it will be 
shown that A 1 Z commutes with the parallel translation in E, so A 1 Z is of constant type. 
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In the particular case when E = TM and A = 9,) A 1 Z shall be denoted by Lx 12. If 
v(Z) is the normal bundle? of 2 then the restriction of L, 1 Z to v(Z) gives an automorphism 
of v(Z) which shall be denoted Lj; 1 Z. 
THEOREM C. Let M be a compact oriented even dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let 
X be an infinitesimal isometry of M, let E be an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over M, 
and let A be a Riemannian action of X on T(E). Assume that jibre dim E is even and set 
jibre dim E = 2r. Let q5(YI, . . . , Yr) by any sign symmetric polynomial which is homogeneous 
of degree =$ dim M. For each component Z of Zero(X) orient Z and v(Z) so that the resulting 
direct sum orientation of T(Z) @ v(Z) is coherent with the orientation of M. Then: 
where the summation index Z runs over all the connected components of Zero(X). 
If4(Y,, *mm, Yr) is sign symmetric and homogeneous with 
max+dimZ<deg4<+dimM, 
Z 
then 
Note that (2.1) could be written 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where Ji, a, are as in (1.8) and &, a: are the corresponding objects for Lj;lZ. 
In particular, when we take E = T(M) this theorem gives an explicit formula for the 
Pontryagin numbers of M in terms of the characteristic lasses of the zero set of X and the 
first derivatives of X along its zero set. 
IfE=T(M),n=~dimM,andfor~wetake~(Y,,...,Y,)=Y,Y,...Y,then(2.1) 
becomes (0.1). 
5 3. STATEMENT OF THEOREM R 
If W is a vector space and s is a positive integer W” will denote W x W x * * * x W. 
-s-Times- 
As in 01 let V be an oriented vector space of dimension 2r with an inner product (,) 
and let S: V+ V be a skew-symmetric linear transformation. Then for $J( Y1, . . . , Y,) sign- 
symmetric 4(S) is defined. Assume that $J is homogeneous of degree s. Let so(V) be the Lie 
algebra of all skew symmetric endomorphisms of V and let SO(V) be the Lie group of all 
inner-product preserving and orientation preserving automorphisms of V. Then associated 
to 4 there is a unique multilinear map 6 : so(V>s -+ R such that: 
(i) ForanyBESO(V)andanyA,,...,A,Eso(V) 
&3A1B-‘, BA2B-l, . . . . BA,B-‘) = $(A,, . . ., A,) 
t The term “normal bundle” will always be used in the sense of Riemannian geometry. The normal 
bundle of Z is the sub-bundle of T(M) 1 Z consisting of all tangent vectors to M which are perpendicular 
to z. 
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(ii) For any permutation S of { 1,2, . . . , s} and any Al, . . . , A,E so(2r) 
$(A c(l) ’ A(z), . . . 3 &,,J = GL A2 9 * * . 7 4 
(iii) For any A E so(V), &A, A, . . . , A) = +(A). 
The correspondence +t, 6 is one-to-one and onto from sign symmetric polynomials 
4(Y1, mm*, YJ which are homogeneous of degree s to multilinear maps so(V)” --) R satisfying 
(i) and (ii). 
Now let M be a manifold and let E be an oriented vector bundle over M with an inner 
product and with fibre dim E = 2r. Let R(M) be the ring of all smooth functions from M 
to R. Let so(E) be the space of skew symmetric endomorphisms of E. so(E) is a module 
over R(M). By applying 6 in each fibre, an R(M)-multilinear map so(E)“+ R(M) is 
obtained this will again be denoted by 6. Let C(M) be the ring of all even-degree differential 
forms on M 
W(M) = I-(AOT”(M) 0 fPT*(M) 0 A4T*(M) 0 . . .)% 
R’(M) @ so(E) is a module over U?(M) with $3(M) acting byw, *(wz 0 A) = (ol A wz) 0 A. 
R(M) 
6 : so(E)” + R(M) can be uniquely extended to an n’(M)-multilinear map 
(P(M) 0 so(E))“-+ W(M). 
R(M) 
This shall again be denoted by 4. 
If E is an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over M then the curvature ICE of E is 
defined by 
KE(G v,)Y = &,&, Y - &, a,, Y - a,,,, YzlY 
where I’,, Vz are vector fields on M and y E T(E). KE can be viewed as a section of 
A”T*(M) 0 Hom(E, E). Since KE is skew-symmetric KE can be considered to be an element of 
Q’(M) 6 so(E). Hence if SE so(E), $(S + KE, S + K”, . . . , S + ICE) is defined and is an 
R(M) 
element of W(M), which we shall denote simply by $(S + KE). 
If M is a manifold and B -+ M is a smooth fibre bundle over M with fibre a compact 
oriented manifold N and structure group a Lie group of orientation preserving diffeo- 
morphisms of N, then by integrating over thejibre any differential form on B gives rise to a 
differential form on M. We denote the operation of integrating over the fibre by 1:. 
Suppose that M is a compact Riemannian manifold and 2 is a compact submanifold 
of M whose normal bundle v(Z) is orientable. For E > 0 let N, be the set of all points in M 
whose distance to Z is I E. Then for small E each point of N, lies on a unique geodesic ray of 
length 5 E emanating from a point of Z in a direction perpendicular to Z. Thus N, fibres into 
discs, and if we choose an orientation for v(Z), then 8(N,) fibres into oriented spheres. 
THEOREM R. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold. Denote the Riemannian metric 
of M by (,). Let X be an infinitesimal isometry of M. On M-Zero(X) de$ne a l-form 
it by it (u) = (X, v)/(X, X). Let Z be a connected component of Zero(X). Set 1 = 3 codim Z, 
anda,(Y,, Y,, . . . . yI) = YIY, ..a yI. Let v(Z) be the normal bundle of Z and let K’ be the 
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curvature of v(Z). Let L> be the automorphism ofv(Z) given by the Lie derivative of X. For E > 0 
let N, be the set of all points of M whose distance from Z is I E. Choose an orientation for 
v(Z). Then: 
I 
F 
lim 
5 (-27c)’ 
a-0 8(N.) 1= q(Lry -I- K’) - 
(3.1) 
In (3.1) it is understood that v(Z) is viewed as a Riemannian vector bundle by restricting 
the Riemannian structure of A4 to v(Z). The Riemannian connexion of A4 restricts to give the 
connexion of v(Z). 
(3.1) does not depend on the particular orientation chosen for v(Z) since with a change of 
orientation both sides change sign. In [2] Bott used the special case of (3.1) that holds when 
Z is a point. 
In R, the hypothesis that A4 is compact is not really needed. (3.1) and its proof remain 
valid in the non-compact case if the left side of (3.1) is given the appropriate meaning. 
J 4. CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES AS DIFFEXENTIAL FORMS 
In this section $1 and $3 are combined via the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic 
classes [4], [6], [7]. If w is a closed differential form, cl(w) will denote the cohomology class 
determined by w. 
So let E be an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over the manifold M with fibre 
dim E = 2r. Let &Y,, . . . , Y,) be sign-symmetric and homogeneous of degree s. Let S: E + E 
be a skew-symmetric endomorphism of E which commutes with the parallel translation in E. 
Let g5(S + ICE) be as defined in $3 and let 4(S) be as defined in $1. For i = 0, 1,2, . . . , let 
4(S),i be the component of 4(S) of degree 2i. Then according to Chern-Weil, 4(S + K’) 
is closed, and 
c1(4(S + KEl) = i$o( -2R)'4(S)Zi * (4.1) 
In particular, if S = 0, let 4(E) be as in $1, then: 
clMK3) = (- 279V@)t. (4.2) 
With this in mind an immediate corollary of Theorem R is: 
4.3 COROLLARY. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem R assume that M is even di- 
mensional and that M is compact and oriented. Let n = + dim M. Let o be a dQ5erentialform 
on M of even degree. Set deg w = 2j. Let i*(o) denote the restriction to Z of w and assume 
that i*(o) is a closed form on Z. Orient N, coherently with M and orient a(Nd as the boundary 
of N, . Orient Z and v(Z) so that the resulting direct sum orientation of T(Z) 8 v(Z) is coherent 
with the orientation of M. Then: 
w * it * (d%)“_‘_’ = (-2+-J (4.4) 
t x is the real number rr, not to be confused with i; which is a l-form. 
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8 5. PROOF OF C 
Assuming Theorem R, we now show how Stokes theorem can be applied to yield 
Theorem C. The argument is as in [2] with only slight changes. In this section, E is a 
Riemannian vector bundle, 6 is the connexion of E, and KE is the curvature of E. 
The connexion of E induces a connexion on E @ E by the rule 
MY, 0 Yz) = &Y, @ Yz + Y1@ 6” Yz * 
Since the inner product <,) of E identifies E with E* this gives a connexion on 
Horn@, E) = E* @I E. 
Proof of C. Define an endomorphism S: E + E by S(y) = A(y) - 6,(y) for y E TE. 
On a component 2 of Zero(X) this is just A 12. One then proves, as in [2] that 
6s = i(X)KE. (5.1) 
In (5.1) S is viewed as a section of Hom(E, E). i(X) denotes contraction by X. Note that on 
a component 2 of Zero(X), 6s = 0. This implies that on 2, S commutes with the parallel 
translation in E. 
Suppose that 4 is homogeneous of degree n = 3 dim M. Then by (4.2): 
Set 
1 -- d@CM - ( _27ty s M4(KEI. (5.2) 
q=cj(S+KE) A (5.3) 
Let qzn_ 1 be the 2n - 1 dimensional component of q. Then from (5.1) it can be shown, just 
as in [2] that on $f =&f-Zero(X), 
i(XW(Kr) + dqzn- II= 0 (5.4) 
which immediately implies that on M, 4(KE) -I- dqzn_i = 0. Hence by Stokes theorem, 
But according to (4.1) and (4.4) we have 
lim 
I ?2n-1 = C-279 a-to aN, 
gg CZI. (5.6) 
In view of (5.2) this gives (2.1) 
If s = deg 4 and max 3 dim Zc s < n = 3 dim M, let @ = (d$)n-%$(KE), and let qzs_ r 
be the component of v’of degree 2s - 1. Then on fi: 
i(X)[ti + (d7i)“-s dq,,_,] = 0 (5.7) 
so that on G, 
$ = -d((d$“-‘qzs- r) = d(it A (d$“-s-1 A +(K’)). 
Applying Stokes theorem to (5.8) gives 
(5.8) 
5 !i; I,, )(d7i)“-=q2s_ i = -C lii I, ,it A (dir)“-“-+(K’). (5.9) 
-+ = D 
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According to (4.4) 
lim 
s 
(dit)‘=y,,_, = s) [Z]. 
E-+0 l?(N,) 
(5.10) 
And applying (4.4) to the right hand side of (5.9), since deg 4 >+ dim Z, 
lim [ it A (dE)“-“- ‘4(KE) = 0. 
E-+0 d’a(N,) 
(5.11) 
This completes the proof of Theorem C. 
Remark. If 4 is homogeneous and sign-symmetric and 0 I deg 4 I max $ dim Z, 
then it is still true that 
O=~~CZl. (5.12) 
The topological method of Atiyah-Singer [l] proves this. It would, however, be interesting 
to have a geometric proof of this. If deg 4 = 0, then R. Bott has pointed out that geometric 
proof can be given thus: 
If deg 4 = 0, then we can assume that 4 is the constant 1. As in [2], i(X) dG = 0, so 
i(X)(d$” = 0, i.e. d(7i: A (di;)“-‘) = 0 so by Stokes theorem and (4.4), 
O=Climj ii h(d%)“-‘=z&[Z]. 
2 E’O i?(N,) 
(5.13) 
5 6. PROOF OF R 
First we shall restate Theorem R. 
To do this we must look more closely at $1 and 93. As in $1, let V be an oriented even- 
dimensional vector space over R. Let (,) be an inner product for V, and suppose that there is 
given a skew-symmetric linear transformation J: V-+ V with J2 = -I. Assume that the 
orientation of V induced by J agrees with the given orientation of V. Set dim V = 2r, and let 
S: V -+ V be any skew-symmetric endomorphism of V which commutes with J. By means of 
J, V may be viewed as a vector space over the complex numbers C and S may be viewed as a 
C-linear endomorphism of V. Let pi, pz, . . . , j3, , be the eigen-values of S considered as a 
C-linear transformation. pi, p2, . . . , /I, are pure imaginary so if we set Aj = -J-lPj we 
obtain real numbers Ai, &, . . . , A,. If now @(Y1, Y, , . . . , Y,) is any symmetric polynomial 
with real coefficients, then one may define 4(S) by: 
4(S) = W,, A2 7 * f. 2 A>. (6.1) 
If 4 is sign-symmetic then (6.1) agrees with 4(S) as defined by (1.1). 
Let u(V) be the Lie algebra of all skew-symmetric endomorphisms of V which commute 
with J. Let U(V) be the Lie group of all inner-product preserving automorphisms of V that 
commute with J. Then if&Y,, . . . , Y,) is a symmetric polynomial which is homogeneous of 
degree s (2r = dim, V), there is a unique R-multilinear map 4 : u(V)‘--) R such that 
(i) For any B E U(V) and any A,, AZ, . . . , A,Eu(V), 
&BA,B-l, BA2 B-l, . . . , BA,B-l) = &A,, A,, . . . , A,). 
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(ii) For any permutation u of { 1,2, . . . , s} and any A,, A2, . . . , A,E u(V), 
$(A,,,, , Aa(z), . . . , A,,,,) = &b, AZ 5 . . ., 4). 
(iii) For any A E u(V), $(A, A, . . . , A) = &A). 
The correspondence 4 --f 4 is one-to-one and onto from symmetric polynomials 4( Y,, . . . , K) 
which are homogeneous of degree s to multilinear maps u(V)’ --t R satisfying (i) and (ii). 
If now M is a manifold and E is a vector bundle on M with an inner product and a skew- 
symmetric omplex structure J, then the procedure of 93 yields an 0’(M)-multilinear map 
4 : ($2’(M) 0 u(E))“+ Q’(M). Here u(E) is the vector space of all smooth skew-symmetric 
R(M) 
endormorphisms of E which commute with J. If y E 12e(M)RE)u(E), then &y, y, . . . , y) shall 
be denoted by 4(r). 
The particular symmetric polynomials which we need are the polynomials 
QS(Y1, r,,..., q) defined by requiring that Q,(Yi, Yz , . . . ,q) be homogeneous of degree s
and 
i& - X)-r = s~oQs(L Yz, .-.y 5). F-2) 
If CI = (tli, CIZ, . . . ) a,) is a multi-index, and lcll = CI~ + ~1~ + * . . + a,, and Y” = Y,b’YF . . * vz’ 
then 
Q(Y,, .**, r,) = 1 Y”. (6.3) 
la1 =s 
THEOREM R’. With the hypotheses of Theorem R, let pl, ,u2, . . . , pr be realnumbers such 
that Ipi1 # l,ujjl if i # j and such that the characteristic polynomial of L> is 
(Y’ + /&yY’ +$y* 2 . . . (Y2 + ,a;)? 
Let v(Z) = vi(Z) @ v2(Z) @ . * * 0 v,(Z) be the resulting direct sum decomposition of v(Z). 
Assign a complex structure J to v(Z) by requiring J I v,(Z) = p; ‘L);, I v,(Z). Orient v(Z) by the 
orientation induced by J. Set 1 =+ codim Z and ri = 4 jibre dim vi(Z). Let K’ be the curva- 
ture of Vi(Z) and let c be any non-negative integer. Then: 
;* (d;)‘= (-1)‘+l(279’ 
pypL;z . . . p: 
Q,+,_,(~L;1K1@~;‘K2@ .*.@~z-iK’). (6.4) 
In R’ it is understood that vi(Z) is viewed as a Riemannian bundle by restricting the 
Riemannian structure of M to Vi(Z). p; ‘K’ @ &1K2 0 * *. @ pzMIK’ is then a section of 
A’T*Z @ Horn(@), u(Z)) and in fact is in l-A2T*ZR~~u(v(Z)). 
The right side of (6.4) is to be interpreted as zero if c + 1 < 2 or if 1 + 2c > dim M. 
In either of these cases (6.4) is then 0 = 0, so in the proof we shall assume that c + 1 2 land 
1 +2cIdimM. 
R’ is just the degree-by-degree r statement of R. This follows easily from (6.2) 
Before proving R’ we give some preliminary lemmas. The notation and hypotheses in 
these lemmas is as in R and R’. V denotes the Riemannian connexion of M. V induces a 
connexion on any tensor bundle T*(M) @ * . -0 T *(M) 0 T(M) @ . * * 0 T(M) which shall 
also be denoted by V. i( ) denotes contraction by ( ). K denotes the curvature of M. 
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In the next lemma Kis to be viewed as a section of T*(M) @ T*(M) @ Hom(TM, TM). 
i(X)K is then a section of T*M @I Hom(TM, TM). 
(6.5) LEMMA. Define a section L of Hom(TM, TM) by 
L= -vx, (i.e. L(v) = -V,Xfor UE: TM). (6.6) 
Then L is skew-symmetric andfor any V E TTM, 
L(V) = [X, V] - vx V. (6.7) 
Moreover, 
VL = i(X)K. (6.8) 
Proof. (6.6) and (6.7) are equivalent because V is torsion-free. For (6.8) see [2]. 
Remark. (6.7) and (6.8) imply that on 2, L = Lx and VL = 0. (6.8) is a special case 
of (5.1). 
(6.9) LEMMA. On &I define a 2-farm $ by 
&(% %) = <L(G vz>/<X(~), X(p)> 
Then on M” 
for ol, 02 E T,(M). (6.10) 
dfi = 2(-k, + 6 A i(X)z,). 
Proof. Let VI, V, be vector fields on A?, then 
(d$(Vr, v,) = V&v,) i V,W,) - ;t(CV,, VJ). 
Now 
(6.11) 
VlW2) = Vd<X, v2>/<x, X>) 
= Vd<X, x>-'><x, v2> + Vl(<X, V,>)/<X, x> 
= ( 2) <x3 vv,x> <x3 v2> + <V",X, v2> + <x9 V",V2> 
<xv x> <XT x> <x x> <x9 x> 
= -2&(X, V&V,) - S,(Vl, V,) + 
<x3 b, v2> 
<X,X> * 
One expands V, n(V,) similarly, and then since [VI, V,] = V,,V, - V,, VI, (6.11) follows. 
If Z is an interval of R and /? : Z -_, M is a smooth path in M, then a vector field along 
fl is a smooth path H: Z + TM such that for each t E Z, H(t)E TsC,,(M). Tensor field along j3 
is defined similarly. If W is a tensor field along j3, then its covariant derivative along p, w’, 
is again a tensor field along /I of the same type as W. If H is a vector field along j?, then 
(i(H)w)’ = i(H’)W + i(H)W’. j3’ shall denote the velocity vector field of /I. y = j?,(d/dt). 
If Wis given by W(t) = @(/3(t)) where W ^ is a tensor field on M, then W’ = i(/I’)V@ = VP, I%‘. 
(6.12) LEMMA. Let p E Z and let VET,(M). Let j? : Z + M be a smooth path in M with 
/3(O) = p and p(O) = u. Let H be a vector$eId along /3 with H(O)E T,(Z). Define g : I + R by 
g(t) = <X@(t)), H(t)>. Then: 
g(0) = 0 (6.13) 
2 (0) = 0 (6.14) 
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$ (0) = -2(Lu, H’(O)). 
In the special case when H is given by H(t) = X(/I(t)), 
2 (0) = 2(Lu, Lu). 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
Proof. X(p) = 0 so g(0) = 0. 
2 = (X’, H) + (X, H’) = -(L(/!?‘), H) + (X, H’). 
H(O)E T,(Z) and L&(O)) is perpendicular to Z so $$ (0) = 0 
2 = (x”, H) + 2(X’, H’) + (X, H”). 
According to (6.6) and (6.8) X’ = -L(/3’) so X” = -L’(p) - L(/?“) and hence 
d2g 
z- 
- -(JYB’), f0 - <L(p”), H) - 2(L(B’), H’) + (X, H”). 
When t = 0, E = 0 = X(p) and also L(p) is orthogonal to H when I = 0. Thus 
d2g 
dt2 (0) = -2<L(B’), H’)J,=, = -2(Lu, H’(O)) Q.E.D. 
(6.17) LEMMA. Let p E Z and let VE T,(Z). Let j3 : I + M be a smooth path in M with 
B(O) =p and /3’(O) = v. Let H1 and H, be vector jields along /3 with H,(O)e T,(Z) and 
H2(0)~ T,(Z). Define h: I-+ R by h(t) = <L(H,(t)), H,(t)). Then: 
h(0) = 0 (6.18) 
$ (0) = 0 (6.19) 
2 (0) = - <KW,@), H2(0W7,~> + 2<UH;@N, H;(O)). 
Proof. Since H,(O)E T,(Z), L(H,(O)) = 0 so h(0) = 0. 
$ = <(LH,)‘, Hz) + <LHI, H;) 
(6.20) 
= <L’(H,), Hz) + <W;L H,) + <LH,, H;). 
By(6.8) when t = 0, L’ = 0. Also, when t = 0, L(H;) is orthogonal to Hz and LH, = 0. Thus 
g (0) ‘= 0. 
2 = ((LH,)“, Hz) + 2<(LH,)‘, H;) + (LH,, HI;) 
= <CH,, H,> -I- 2(L’H;, H,) + <L(H’;), H,) 
+ 2<L’H,, H;) + 2(L(H;), H;) + (LH,, H;). 
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When t = 0, L’ = 0 = LH, and also L(H’;) is orthogonal to Hz when t = 0. Hence: 
$ (0) = G’(H,(O)), H,(O)) + 2<UH;(O)), H;(O)). 
According to (6.8), L’ = K(X, p’). Thus L: = K’(X, /!I’) + K(X’, /I’) + K(X, /?“). When 
t = 0 this gives c’(0) = K(X’, /?‘)lt=,, = -K(Lu, a). Therefore: 
2 (0) = - (K(M v)H,(O), H,(O)) -!- 2<UH;(O)), H;(O)). 
But for any four tangent vectors ar, v2, v3, v4 at a point of M, 
<K(u,, %)a3 > ~2 = <K(vs, @u vz> 
so 
$ (0) = - (WHdO), ff,KO)-h v> + X-W;@)), fG(W Q.E.D. 
(6.21) LEMMA. In Rzl let (x, x) = iz x?. Let c be the (21- 1)form 012 R2’ - (0) given by 
C = (x, X)-Ii~~- l)i dx, dx, . . . dxi- 1Xi dxi+ 1 . . . dx,, . 
Then 2 is a closed form on R2’ - (0) and c is invariant under the action 
group O(21). 
If P : R2’ -+ R is a function which is a homogeneous polynomial 
x1,x2,.**,x21, then : 
(x, x)-‘P c is a closed form on R2’ - (0). 
Ifa=(a,,a,,..., cq) is a multi-index and co, is given by 
(6.22) 
of the orthogonal 
of degree 2r in 
(6.23) 
I4 ! 
0, = 
a,!a,! *.a a,! 
<x: + x;>ayx: + y . * * (x1,+ 1 + x;y c 
(x, x>‘a’ 
(6.24) 
then 
(6.25) 
Proof. The calculation is done in the appendix. 
Remark. Let d be an ellipsoid in R2’ with the origin of R2’ inside b. Then since by 6.23 
o, is a closed form on R2’ - (01, (6.35) immediately implies: 
(6.26) 
Proof of R’ Fix s0 > 0 so that NE0 fibres into discs over Z. Let p : N,, -+ Z be the pro- 
jection. If p E N,, , then there is a unique vector v(p) E Tp&M) such that v(p) is perpendicular 
to Z and 
exp,(,) v(p) = P. (6.27) 
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Here exp is the usual map of Riemannian geometry, exp, : T,(M) + M. For each t with 
0 I t I 1 we then have the “shrinking-in” map pr : N,, + N,,, given by 
P@ = exp,(,) W) . (6.28) 
pi is the identity map of Ne, and p. = p. Set fie, = N,, - 2, and for 0 c t 4 1 consider the 
restriction of pt to fiJe,, . Then in order to prove (6.4) it will suffice to show that 
lim pr(fc A (dll)‘) 
t+o 
exists and is a differential form on i?, , and that if we set yC = lim p:(ii A (d%)‘), then 
t-+0 
(6.29) 
In order to establish the existence of yE we now define a l-form 8 and a 2-form K on fi,, . 
To do this, for each p~fi~, let & be the path in M given by 
B,(t) = exp,(,) to(P) o<t51. (6.30) 
If w E T,(N,,), then extend w to be a vector field ii; along /3p by setting 
G(r) = (Pt)*W (6.31) 
Note that 
i-C(l) = w (6.32) 
g(O) = P*(W) E q?&?’ (6.33) 
Then define 8 and rc by 
(6.34) <uQ-G ww e(w) = - w~(P))~ UW)) w E T,(kJ 
+Q, wz) = 
- WP*(W), P*(W,))UW)Jw) + 2<wwm iw9) w 
2W(U(P)), UQ))) 
w E T (i;J ) 
1, 2 p Co- 
(6.35) 
From (6.11) it follows that 
it A (dZ)c = (-2)“; A (GJ=. (6.36) 
Hence the existence of lim p:(fi A (d$)‘) will follow if it can be shown that 
t-+0 
lim p:(g) = 0 
t-0 
and 
lim pf(jtJ = K. 
t-r0 
(6.37) 
(6.38) 
But 6.37 and 6.38 follow immediately from Lemmas (6.12) and (6.17) and L’Hospital’s rule. 
To complete the proof it must be shown that 
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Fix a point p,, E Z. In order to prove 6.39, it suffices to show that 6.39 is valid at p,, . We 
now introduce a co-ordinate system aboutp, in which the left side of 6.39 can be convenient- 
ly calculated. 
Let A,, A,, . . . , Al be the list of real numbers 
pl,pFL1 ,..., p1 pz ,..., p2’**,uL, ,..., pz Set a=dimZ. Let v1 ,..., v,, e, ,..., e2, be an 
-II- 
rl-times rptimes r,-times 
orthonormal basis for T,,(M) in its orientation be such that vl,. . . , v, are tangent o 2 and 
such that 
Ue2i- I) = 4 e2i 7 L(f?2i) = - li f?2i_ 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , 1. (6.40) 
Choosean openset 0 in R’such that ifwesetf(Y,, . . . , y.) = exp,,,(y,v, + y2 v2 + *. * + y, v,) 
thenfis a diffeomorphism of 0 onto an open neighborhood ofp, in 2. By parallel translating 
the normal frame e,, e2, . . . , e,, along geodesic rays in 2 emanating fromp, a normal frame 
e,(p), . . . , e,,(p) is obtained for each p of(O). Z is totally geodesic so for each p of, 
q(p), . . . , e,,(p)are perpendicular toZ. Moreover, since by 6.8 VL = 0 on Z, we have for each 
P Ef (Oh 
Uezi- t(P)) = 4 e2i(P), L(ezi(P)) = -Ae2i- l(P) i=l,2 ,..., 1. (6.41) 
Fix 6, > 0. Let D be the open disc of radius 6, in R” centered at the origin. Map 0 x D 
into M byf, where 
Z(Y, x1, . . . , ~2~) = exr+-(,) 
( 
i$lX2i-,iF’e,i-,(fY) + x2iG1e2i(fY)) (6.42) 
foryeoandx,,..., x21 ED. We may assume that 6, > 0 has beenchosen so thatf : 0 x D + M 
is a diffeomorphism of 0 x D onto an open subset of M. We may also assume that 
p-‘(f(0)) cf(0 x D) where as above p : N,, + Z is the projection. 
From this point on, we shall work with the co-ordinates defined by f, i.e. we identify 
_/(Y,x)and(y,x).-$-, . . . . a,a ,..., d$ 
8Y, 8x1 
shall denote the co-ordinate vector fields and 
1 21 
dy 1, . . ..dya.dxl,..., dx,, the dual l-forms. Let v(p) be as in 6.27. Then (6.42) implies that 
V(Y, Xl, x2, * * *, x21) = iilX2i- lGle2i- l(Y, 0) + X2iT lezi(Y, 0). (6.43) 
Combining (6.43) with (6.41) we have 
(MY,Xl,..., X2l),WY,X, ,..., x,J>= fx?. (6.44) 
i=l 
Since P&Y, x) = (Y, lx>, 
i=1,2,...,k 
p,.(&(y,x)) =t&(y,tx) j=L2,...,2. 
From (6.42) it follows that for all Y E 0, we have: 
& (Y, 0) = 1; ‘e2i- dy, 0) 
Zi 1 
i=l,2 ,..., I (6.47) 
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a 0 Va~a~,(~,o) ax, = l<j,k121. (6.48) 
At (0,O) we have 
V a/ay,(o,o) ej = 0 lIiIa,l<j<21. (6.49) 
Substituting (6.47) to (6.49) this gives 
a 0 ValaY,(o,o) ax = lSiIa,lIjI21. (6.50) 
i 
Since V is torsion free (6.50) implies 
V a 0 a/ax,W)ay, = lIiIa,lIjI21. (6.51) 
Let b = D - (0). Then (6.46), (6.47) and (6.48) imply that for any (y, x) E 0 x d, 
cl (Y, X)‘(O) = G’ezi-ICY, 0) 
(6.52) 
Ei (Y, XY(O) = & lezi(Y5 0) i = 1,2, . . . , 1. 
(6.45) and (6.51) imply that for any x E i>, 
5 (0, X)‘(O) = 0 i = 1,2, . . . , u. (6.53) 
‘ 
Define a 2-form q on 0 x D by 
q(w1, w2) = <W*(w,), P*(W,)P(P), c(p)> WI, wz E T,(Ox D) . (6.54) 
Denote f xi” by (x, x). Then substituting (6.53), (6.52), and (6.44) into (6.34) and (6.35) it 
i=l 
follows that throughout (0) x lj, 6 and IC are given by 
~I;‘X,,dx,i-~-~~‘X~~_~dx,, 
e = i=l 
CG 4 
-~1 + ~ 2L; dx,i_l dx,, 
i=l 
Ic= 
2(x, x> 
. 
So to complete the proof it will suffice to find the value at p. , of 
(6.55) 
(6.56) 
s 
F i~I&1x2idx~~-~ -Lf’Xzi-1 dxzi 
A 
1 
~1 + $I -21;‘dx,i_l dx,i ’ 
d(Ne&(O X D) (x, x) (x7 xl 1 . (6.57) 
If the integrand of (6.57) is multiplied out via the binomial theorem, then there is only one 
term which has (21- 1) normal differentials. This term is: 
i /I; l~zi dxzi- 1 - il;‘Xzi_ 1 dxzi i - 21;’ dxzi_, dxzi ‘-I 
i=l i=l Xl 
c+l-1 
(x9 4 (x3 XI I L-1 (x9 4 
(6.58) 
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[(Z - I)!](, f l)(-2)f-1 i$l(-l)idXi *** dxi-,xi dxi+l ... dx,, c+l-l 
= 
A,& . * * 1, (X, XY 
(6.59) 
rs - lYl( 1” ,)owl Kl 
AlA, . . . Al [ I 
c+1-I 
= 
(x9 x> 
c 
(6.60) 
where C is as in 6.22. 
Let p E r Hom(v(Z), v(Z)) be given by p(e) = pie if eE vi(Z). Note that J = cc- ‘L. If 
A E r(A”T*Z 0 Hom(v(Z), v(Z)) I 0) define (A) E ThqT*M ) (0 x b) by 
<4(w,, *. ., wq) = <A(p*w,, . . ., P*Wq)Jlc4Y, x)3 W(Y9 X)>/(% x) (6.61) 
for w I, . . . , wqe T&,,(M). Then since Z is totally geodesic and since on Z, L commutes 
with K: 
&) = <p-‘K’) = (p[‘K’ @ *. . @&rlKT). (6.62) 
3 
Set A = a(N,,) n (0 x D). Given A,, A,, . . . , A,, 1 _l E C(O) 0 u(v(Z) ) 0) let 
W’J) 
@(A,, A,, * ’ * 2 A c+~--l) = j)W<&) ... <4+,-J C. (6.63) 
Let BE U(v(Z) IO). B is an inner-product preserving automorphism of v(Z) ) 0, and JB = BJ_ 
Then 
@(B-‘AIB, B-‘AzB, . . . . B-‘A,+l_lB) = @(A,, A*, . . . . A,+l_,). (6.64) 
To see 6.64, make B act on 0 x D by requiring that 
B&Y, x) = /WY, x). (6.65) 
(Y, x) -+ B(y, x) is then a diffeomorphism of 0 x D onto itself. For each i we have 
<B-1AiBJP4.Y, X>, P(Y, X)> = <Ai JPuB(Y, XI, PUB(Y, X>>* (6.66) 
Applying 6.66 and the fact that c is invariant under the action of the orthogonal group 
O(2E) gives : 
Q(B-‘AIB, . . . . B-lA,+l_I B) = j;B*(<AJ<A,> .a. <A,+ 1 -x3 
(6.67) 
= 
j F <4)<4) * * * <A,+ 1 -,>I. WA) 
But from (6.23) it follows that 
JICA,<a~)<A,) *** <A,-,-j)C = /I<A~)<AI) *.. <A-,-j)C* (6.68) 
Hence for some symmetric polynomial $(Y,, . . . , Y,), @ = I,?. To identify I,? we need 
only find @(A, A, . . . , A) when AEU(V(Z) IO) is given by Aezi_ 1 =fi ezi, Aezi = -fi ezi_ 1, 
i=1,2,..., 1 for some smooth function fi : 0 -+ R. In this case, 
(A)(A) . . .(A)z = (_l)C+‘-t + +;; ‘x; (x&-l + x (ee6g) 
, 
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Applying 6.26 and 6.3, it now follows that in this case 
@(A, A, . . . , A)= 
Hence 
. . ..A). (6.70) 
Combining (6.71), (6.62) and (6.60) the proof is complete. 
(6.71) 
Remark. It may be asked if a different limit for I 
x 
- 
1-d; 
would be obtained if a differ- 
ent tubular neighborhood of Z were used. The answer to this is “no”. This may be seen by 
applying 6.23. 
8 7. APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA (6.21) 
It can be shown that dz = 0 by a straightforward calculation which we omit. To prove 
(6.23) it then suffices to show that whenever i, j are integers with 1 I i < j I 21, then: 
d((x, x)-‘xi xj) A C = 0. (7.1) 
Again, (7.1) is proved by an immediate calculation which we omit. 
Fix a positive integer b and note that on S2’-‘, 
,&b~a=i$l(-l)idxr ***dxi_,xidxi+i ***dxzl. (7.2) 
Let D2’ be the unit disc in R”. Then from (7.2) and Stokes theorem, 
(7.3) 
The number of multi-indices CI with la1 = b is (“:f;l)* Hence (6.25) will be proved if it 
can be shown that whenever a and fi are two multi-indices with Ial = 181, then 
To prove (7.4) we shall need: 
(7.5) LEMMA. Let a = (al, . . . , aI) and j? = (/3r, . . . , j3J be two multi-indices with Ial = I/3/. 
Set c(a) = Ial!/a,!a2! *.. a,.. 1 Let m be any positive integer. Then: 
c 44c(v> F 
48Mv> -= 
Ivl=m c(a + v) iv =m c(B + v) 
(7.6) 
where the summation index v runs over all multi-indices v = (vl, . . . , vl) with Iv1 = m, and 
a+ v=(a1+v1,a2+v2 ,..., a,+vJ. 
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-= 
c(a + v) 
So (7.6) is equivalent o 
Let Y,, Y,, . . . . Y,,, be indeterminates and set: 
RAY,, Yi,..., YJ= 
F 
(Ye -t Yi>al+“l(Ye + Yz)-2 
Iv =lll 
s-t y" = yla yy . . . 
u Y$‘l. Then if P, is written as a sum of monomials we have: 
,&.(” z ‘) = 
coef. in R, of Y’ff Y ‘. 
Similarly 
,~~“~“)= coef. in Pp of YemY! 
In proving (7.8) we may assume that a1 > 0 and that fi = (al - 1, a2 + 1, a3, a4, . . . , a). 
In this case set E = (a1 - 1, a,, as, . . . , c(J and set 
R = , & (Y. + YJ=l-l+vl(Yo + Y2)cl+y2(Yo + y3)-+"3-..(yo + x>.,+,, (7.12) 
Y m 
then 
P, =(Y, + Y,)R and Ps =(Y, + Y,)R. 
So (7.10) and (7.11) become: 
,E.(” : “1 = (coef. in R of Yt-‘Y”) + (coef. in R of YgY’) 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
= (coef. in R of Y”-‘YB) -t (coef. in R of YtY”). 
Thus to prove (7.8) it suffices to show that 
(coef. in R of Y”‘-‘Y’) = (coef. in R of Yt-‘Yg). 
But 
and 
(coef.inRofY,“-‘Y”)=, ,z_l (7.17) 
Y m 
(coef.inRofY”-‘YB)=, ,g_,(“:‘). 
Y m (7.18) 
Hence (7.8) follows by induction on m. 
We now prove (7.4). By Stokes theorem (7.4) is equivalent o 
s c(a)(xf + xiy’ . . .(x$,-, + x:p = s c@>(x: + x:p D2’ . . . (x$- 1 + xp. (7.19) D2’ 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
Let 0: = 
( 
(x1,..., x,)~R’lx 20 for i=1,2,...,1 and ix:<l. 
I 
If 0: x [0,27c]' is 
i=l 
mappedontoD2’by(x1 ,..., xl,al ,..., a,)+(x,cosa,,x,sina, ,..., x,cosa,,x,sina,) 
then (7.19) is seen 
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to be equivalent o 
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To prove (7.20) proceed by induction on 1. If 1 = 1, there is nothing to prove. If I= 2, 
then we may assume that a1 > 0 and that /I = (tli - 1, cc2 + 1). In this case a direct calculation 
which we omit proves (7.20). So we assume I> 2 and that (7.20) is valid for I - 1. Hence we 
may also assume that al = j$. First integrate with respect o X, . 
s 
(l-x,z-...-x,2_I)~/2 
D, C(OI)X:=l . . * xpxl * * . X[ 
+ 
c(a)x:~l * * . X:=‘XI . . * Xl = D’_, 
I s + 0 (7.21) 
J 
. 
= p-, 44da1 ‘**X~_“1i1(2+2CiJ-1(1 -X:-““-Xf_l)l+a’X1 “‘X1-l. 
+ 
Now 
(l_X~_.“.-x;_l)~+=k yz ,VJ~-l)m(l +,Njc(v)x:” * *. x:$-1 (7.22) 
In (7.22) the summation index v runs over multi-indices of length/ - 1, v = (vr, v2, . . . , I+_~). 
Set a’ = (CQ, . . . , LZ~_~), p’ =(/Ii, . . ., /II-J. we are assuming aI = j?l so Ia’1 = [/!?I. Then in 
view of (7.21) and (7.22), (7.20) will follow if it can be shown that 
,V~fz(a’)c(v)~D~_, Xfa’+2v1 *** Xf?ii+2v’-1X1 *** Xl_, 
= ,vJy)c(v) 6$_, x:81+2”’ *. . x2flI-I+2v’-l 
By the induction hypothesis 
s D’_, c(a’ + v)X~~~+~“~ *a= xi-1 
2ar-1+2vI-1X1.. . 
x1-i 
+ 
(7.23) 
= 
I 
g,_l c(B’ + v)x~B1+2vl.. . x:_~-l+2v-Ix1 . . . xt_1. 
+ 
(7.24) 
So (7.23) is equivalent o 
ly =m c(a’ + v) F 
c(a’)c(v) &W(v) 
= ,“& c@ + v) 
(7.6) now applies and the proof is complete. 
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